
The Quiet Epidemic Trailer + Mission Statement

The Quiet Epidemic is a feature-length documentary exposé on the controversy surrounding Lyme

disease—shedding light on a story that has been silenced for decades. With a global impact

campaign set to launch in 2023, The Quiet Epidemic is a rallying cry for proper recognition, diagnosis,

and research that the Lyme community and general public have been waiting for.

According to a new CDC estimate, 476,000 people are diagnosed with Lyme disease yearly in the

United States alone, yet our public health agencies and policymakers remain largely unresponsive.

The same small group of doctors and public health officials have continued to control the narrative

of denial—and the science—for decades. We intend to change that.

Impact & Achievements of The Quiet Epidemic Thus Far

It has been 15 years since the last credible Lyme disease documentary was released. So far, The

Quiet Epidemic has demonstrated the potential to engage the masses unlike anything that has come

before. By completing the film itself, we have taken the first step toward catalyzing change.

Film accomplishments:

● World Premiere at the Hot Docs International Film Festival: Voted Audience Top 10%

● 15 additional top-tier film festival selections, including: DOCNYC, Hamptons

International Film  Festival, Mill Valley Film Festival, Woodstock Film Festival, etc.

● Positive press and reviews: “While true to its title in tone, directors Lindsay Keys and Winslow

Crane-Murdoch’s documentary probe into the medical establishment’s denial of chronic Lyme

Disease is a declarative bombshell.” —Edward Dunn, Mill Valley Film Festival

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8pBkzUwb88
https://hotdocs.ca/news/hd22-top-20-daily
https://www.thequietepidemic.com/press


Next Steps—The Quiet Epidemic Impact Campaign

Our goal is to use the film’s revelations to educate and correct misinformation about Lyme disease

and to drive inspired audience members to take action and shape policy. With the film as our

emotional hook, we will work with thought leaders and political strategists to draft legislation calling

on policy makers to be the change agents we need them to be.

● Oscar-Qualifying & Theatrical Run: The Quiet Epidemic will qualify for the Oscars

through a week-long theatrical run at the IFC Center in New York, with an opening night

on December 1st, and will play at select movie theaters around the country in 2023.

● Global Grassroots Community Activism: Our 2023 screening tour will build

momentum and excitement for the movement by educating the public and involving them

in our campaign. Screenings will include panel discussions, and will be hosted by

community organizations, schools, and local governments in the U.S. and internationally.

● Congressional Impact: Flood Congress with our letter writing campaign. Partner with

strategists to produce TQE screening events and policy roundtables for Congress and

Congressional staffers, the health community, philanthropists, and the press. Leverage

the film to build a coalition of policymakers around Lyme disease legislation.

○ Our core impact team is committed to our campaign once we raise funding, but to

achieve the scale of change we’re aiming for, we need to raise financing to involve

political policy strategists (e.g. Bonnie Abaunza, The Flournoy Group, Rania Batrice).

● Social Media: By rallying the global Lyme community online we will leverage social media

as an advocacy tool—demonstrating both the scale of suffering and need for solutions

worldwide. With funding, we’ll run paid ads and engage high-reach influencers and

celebrities to expand our impact. Our social media reach thus far (without paid ads):

Trailer: 32,000+ total views to date

Instagram: 3,338 followers; 25,172 impressions*

Facebook: 902 followers; 29,106 impressions*

Twitter: 13.5K impressions*

*Impressions reflect last three months
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https://www.ifccenter.com/
https://www.thequietepidemic.com/create-change
https://abaunzagroup.com/about-bonnie/
https://www.theflournoygroup.com/
https://www.batrice.associates/rania
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8pBkzUwb88
https://www.instagram.com/thequietepidemic/
https://www.facebook.com/TheQuietEpidemic
https://twitter.com/quietepidemic


How You Can Join The Quiet Epidemic Movement

The Quiet Epidemic’s early success in the festival circuit is incredibly promising, yet to take advantage

of this moment we need a team to push this story out into the world—and allies who are ready to

help advance our mission. We need you!

● Anyone can host a screening and post-screening panel discussion to reach their intended

audience—whether it’s donors for scientific research, members of the press, or political

insiders who can drive change at the highest levels. To ensure screenings are impactful,

we're building a pilot group of The Quiet Epidemic Ambassadors and are creating a toolkit

of discussion guides and action agendas.

● You may also send a pre-written letter to Congress and follow us on social media

(Instagram, Facebook, Twitter) to share our content with a wider network beyond the

Lyme community. The more people who know that anyone can get this disease at any time,

the more power our movement has.

● The kind of impact we're trying to make also requires sustainable funding sources to

ensure our team can achieve our goals. As we embark on the impact campaign, we are

seeking contributions from donors who connect with our mission and want to be involved

in shaping the campaign. Please consider making a donation today. All donations are

tax-deductible via our fiscal sponsor, Creative Visions Foundation.

● Sign up for our newsletter to stay updated on our progress. Here is a recent email blast.

If you’ve already supported the creation of The Quiet Epidemic, thank you. We could not have come

this far without your support and are extremely grateful. We’re excited to now join forces in creating

an impact as we venture out into the world! If you have any questions, want to get involved with the

impact campaign, or if you wish to see a screener of the film and/or our line-item budget, please

contact lindsay@thequietepidemic.com.

— The Quiet Epidemic Impact Team —

To learn more about our impact campaign team, please see the following page.
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https://www.thequietepidemic.com/screenings#host-screening
https://www.thequietepidemic.com/create-change
https://www.instagram.com/thequietepidemic/
https://www.facebook.com/TheQuietEpidemic
https://twitter.com/quietepidemic
https://donatenow.networkforgood.org/thequietepidemic
https://www.thequietepidemic.com/screenings#footer
https://mailchi.mp/e6090f94026a/the-quiet-epidemic-update-marthas-vineyard-1st-call-to-action-letters-to-congress-festival-screenings-15041665?e=[UNIQID]
mailto:lindsay@thequietepidemic.com


Impact Campaign Team

Kait Halibozek and Lindsay Keys (Impact Strategists / Producers + Social Media Managers): Kait,

an award-winning impact producer and Lindsay, co-director and producer of TQE, develop

partnerships within and outside of the Lyme community while overseeing day-to-day management

of the screening tour. They work closely with the team and allies (thought leaders, experts,

community organizers, celebrities, etc.) to build and execute campaign strategy. They also manage

TQE’s social media platforms.

Daria Lombroso (Impact Consultant): Daria, also a producer of TQE, advises the team on campaign

strategies. She led the launch of Most Likely To Succeed (Sundance Film Festival 2015). The film had

one of the most successful grassroots distribution campaigns of any documentary, with 3,500+

community screenings around the globe and a 50 state thought leader tour.

Chris Hegedus (Distribution Consultant): Chris, also a producer of TQE, is an award-winning

filmmaker who is Governor of the Documentary Branch of The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences. With her 40+ years of industry experience, Chris connects the film team with potential

distributors and advises them through distribution conversations. Chris also participates in team

interviews and post-screening panel discussions, lending her enormous credibility to our cause.

Florence Grace and Penny Guyon (Public Relations): Florence and Penny have 25+ years of

experience. They secure media coverage while working with the team to align talking points across

interviews, post-screening panel discussions and social media. Here are the press / reviews they’ve

secured thus far.

Winslow Crane-Murdoch (Online content editor): Winslow, co-director and editor of TQE, edits

content that addresses specific actions audiences can take. Using the 500+ hours of footage that

didn’t make the film—including interviews with researchers and Lyme experts—the team will create

PSAs, Instagram reels, etc. that will spread rapidly on social channels. This will serve as an

educational resource for the Lyme community, raising awareness far beyond the film itself.
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https://www.khalibozekconsulting.com
https://www.thequietepidemic.com/press

